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Hearing the voice of the lord questioning, everyone’s expression is awed. 

Jermo spoke first and said respectfully: “Back to the Lord, I am investigating in Eastcliff. 

There are no clear clues yet, but this subordinate believes that there will be gains in China.” 

The Lord asked coldly: “You still think that Maria is most likely to escape back to China?” 

“Yes!” Jermo replied, “This subordinate thinks that she should be in China.” 

The Lord asked him, “Why are you so sure?” 

Jermo: “This subordinate has analyzed Maria’s current situation. For her, choosing a wild place with a 

large area and few people to hide seems like the best choice,” 

“But this subordinate believes that she has already failed once in Northern Europe. So this time, she will 

definitely do the opposite and go to the place with the most people,” 

“And as the saying goes, a hermit hides in the city, Maria is also Chinese, hiding in China is definitely the 

best choice for her.” 

Lord was silent for a moment and said: “This witch is more cunning than a fox, and I can’t figure her out. 

Jermo, let’s do it according to his intuition.” 

Jermo clasped his fists respectfully: “I obey!” The Lord said again: “By the way, since you have arrived in 

China, you should take the time to visit Aurous Hill.” 

“To Aurous Hill?” Jermo asked, “I don’t know what orders the Lord has?” 

The Lord said coldly: “Although Changying and Margaret were beheaded by you in Aurous Hill back 

then,” 

“The whereabouts of their son has never been known.” 

“In addition, the relatives and friends of the husband and wife are looking for the whereabouts of the 

boy,” 

“So I didn’t let you chase after him, but for some reason recently,” 

“The more I think about this incident, the more uneasy I feel.” 

“If you can find the whereabouts of that kid, don’t report it to me, just kill him!” 

Jermo’s expression turned cold, and he said with shame on his face: “My lord, after killing Changying 

and his wife back then,” 

“This subordinate Immediately went to the school where the child was, wanting to kill the grass, but in 

the end, it was a step too late.” 

“When the subordinate arrived, he had already been taken first, and I asked the Lord to punish me…” 



The Lord said: “I am not trying to settle accounts after autumn, but this matter really makes me uneasy, 

you must find him when you go this time!” 

Jermo immediately said in a respectful and loud voice: “Don’t worry, Lord, This subordinate must find a 

way to find that kid and take his head with my own hands!” 

The Lord said with emotion: “If that kid is still alive, he would be almost thirty years old now!” 

Jermo nodded: “If this subordinate remembers correctly, Changying and Margaret were killed by This 

subordinate at the beginning.” 

“When they were beheaded, their son should have just turned eight years old.” 

“Eight years old…” the Lord murmured, “Twenty years have passed, so he is now twenty-eight years 

old.” 

Jermo Respectfully: “The Lord is wise!” 

The Lord said coldly: “Jermo, if he is still alive, don’t let him live past thirty!” 

Jermo said loudly without thinking: “Don’t worry, Lord, As long as he is still alive, within two years, this 

subordinate will definitely kill him!” 

“If he is already dead, this subordinate will also dig out his bones and present them to the Lord!” 

“Okay! Jermo will record a great achievement!” 

Afterward, Javren who was in New York said: “Master, This subordinate is investigating clues related to 

An family in New York, but the venue where the performance was performed that day has been bought 

by An family,” 

“And now it has been completely overturned and rebuilt. At the scene, no valuable clues were found.” 

“If you want to know how the An family escaped from the danger that day and the whereabouts of 

those dead, you should probably make a fuss about An family.” 

The Lord said coldly: “The hidden strength of the An family, It should be much stronger than our 

understanding, I even suspect that there is a high probability that the An family will also be protected by 

a master who is proficient in spiritual energy,” 

“And after the last failure, we have already alarmed the enemy, you must be careful and cautious about 

this line.” 

Javren immediately said: “Your subordinate obeys the orders!” 

Seeing that Jermo and Javren have finished their reports, Jarvis said respectfully: 

“My lord, This subordinate is currently investigating clues about the disappearance of Cavalry Guards in 

Oslo City, but there are no clues yet. Please punish me, Lord!” 

The Lord said: “The dead men in New York and the disappearance of the Cavalry should be the same 

person or organization behind the scenes. The other party is powerful and cautious. It is not so easy to 

investigate clearly.” 



After that, the Lord said again: “I think, compared to these two defeats, the more important problem is 

that they seem to know our movements very well. It’s a top secret among top secrets.” 

“I didn’t even tell the four of you before the mission was carried out, but the other party was able to 

find out in advance and accurately snipe, proving that someone from the other party must have 

penetrated into our interior.” 

Jarvis slandered in his heart: “Actually, The next time Maria appeared in Northern Europe, instead of 

dispatching troops from Cyprus, the Lord might as well send any one of the four of us to go there.” 

“In that case, not only can Maria be captured alive, but also the mysterious force that secretly targets us 

will be captured. , kill two birds with one stone!” 

“I don’t know why you left the four of us alone and insisted on sending a group of cavalry guards to carry 

out such an important task!” 

Thinking of this, he immediately said: “My lord, if there is news of Maria next time, the subordinates are 

willing to fight to the death!” 

The Lord did not speak for a while, but waited for a few seconds before directly changing the topic, and 

said: “I think it is impossible for you to find any clues in Northern Europe. Why don’t you trace the 

source and see where there was a leak in the link.” 

Jarvis was stunned for a moment, at first he didn’t understand why the Lord turned a blind eye to his 

loyalty, but at this moment, he suddenly realized that he seemed to have made a big mistake! 

He thought anxiously in his heart: “The reason why the Lord didn’t let the four of us catch Maria at the 

beginning was probably that he didn’t want us to have the opportunity to get in touch with Maria too 

much,” 

“And he was even worried that we would get the ring that he dreamed of getting. I even took the 

initiative to ask him to send us, isn’t this just asking for trouble?” 

Fortunately, the lord just changed the topic and didn’t talk to him, so he quickly said flatteringly: “The 

lord is wise since those people can’t be found. Then the subordinate will go to investigate and find what 

is wrong with many of these links!” 

The Lord said coldly: “You will leave for Italy tomorrow, and go to the Governor’s Mansion of the Right 

Army to meet the Governor, In the arrest of Maria, I directly conveyed the secret order to him,” 

“And he was responsible for carrying it out. I don’t doubt his sincerity, but I doubt whether this 

subordinate will leak the news to the outside world. If you go this time, We must find out the problem.” 

Jarvis said without hesitation: “My lord, don’t worry, I will do my best!” 

At this time, Jeremiah also said: “My lord, I will land in Yakutsia in three hours. During this period of 

time, this subordinate will start from Yakutsk to find out the situation in the Far East and see if Maria is 

hiding here.” 



The Lord hummed, and said: “You and Jermo’s main task is to find Maria to get clues, and we must 

communicate with each other frequently, and if there is any trouble, you must tell me as soon as 

possible.” 
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Jeremiah said without thinking: “Okay Lord!” 

At this moment, the lord said again: “Okay, that’s all I have to say. I hope you all will go all out and send 

back the good news as soon as possible. Whether it’s capturing Maria or finding the enemy behind the 

scenes, I will reward you a lot!” 

Almost at the same time, the four earls cupped their fists and respectfully said to the camera, “Thank 

you, Lord!” 

The next day, the sky in Northern Europe just brightened. 

Jarvis just opened his eyes when he received a message from a stranger. 

The text message only had words, which read: Naples. 

Jarvis knew that these must be the location of the Governor’s Mansion of the Right Army. 

Even if it wasn’t, it should be the first stop on the way to the Governor’s Mansion of the Right Army. 

It’s a bit sad to say that even Jarvis, who is one of the four Earls, doesn’t know the exact location of the 

Right Army’s Governor’s Mansion, as well as the internal personnel structure. 

In the Warriors Den, although the four earls were said to be second only to the Lord, they were limited 

to their personal strength. 

Although the Lord attaches great importance to the four earls and has been holding them in front of 

other people in the Warriors Den, and even gave them a lot of pills and materials for improving their 

cultivation, 

But in fact, he has been deliberately controlling them. The rights of the four earls in the Warriors Den 

will hardly give them the right to directly control any large-scale and organized organization of the 

Warriors Den. 

Neither the dead soldiers, nor the knight guards, nor the overriding five-army governor’s mansion 

obeyed any orders from the four earls. 

And the real confidants of the Lord are not the four earls, but the governors of the five armies. 

The structure of the five-army governor’s mansion is the real core of the Warriors Den. Under each 

governor’s mansion, there are a large number of personnel, industries, materials, weapons, and money. 

Under each, there is at least one garrison of dead soldiers, thousands of them, hundreds of Cavalry, 

several Commissioner envoys, and special envoys. 



In addition, there are many expatriates like Oscar’s parents who have been dispatched all over the 

world, and many secret service personnel who have been placed in various countries and fields in a 

normal capacity like An’s daughter-in-law. 

Without the four Earls, the Warriors Den would only be missing four super masters with peak strength, 

but without the Fifth Army Commander’s Mansion, the Warriors Den would be like losing its hands and 

feet. 

Therefore, the Lord himself controlled the five-army governor’s mansion and even kept guard against 

the four earls, and didn’t want them to know too much about the five-army commander-in-chief’s 

mansion. 

Therefore, the four may be said to be the Four Earls, but they are actually the four mascots of the 

Warriors Den. 

At this time, Jarvis didn’t dare to have any delays. He hurriedly got up and left the hotel, called a 

business jet general aviation company, rented a Gulfstream plane at a price of 30,000 euros, and flew 

directly from Oslo City to Naples, a city in southern Italy. 

During the flight, Jarvis has been analyzing the current situation of the Warriors Den and the current 

difficulties of the Lord. 

As the four earls, he actually had many questions that he couldn’t figure out. 

Firstly, he couldn’t figure out why the Lord was so obsessed with Maria; secondly, he couldn’t 

understand 

how magical Maria’s so-called ring could make the Lord so obsessed; 

He had photographed Jermo killing Changying and his wife a few years ago, why he still couldn’t forget 

An’s family and even killed An’s family suddenly after 20 years; he couldn’t figure out why the Lord 

suddenly asked Jermo to look for the whereabouts of Changying’s son. 

However, although there are so many problems that he didn’t understand, he has noticed an obvious 

change through these situations, that is, the Lord is now relying more on the four earls, and he has 

gradually begun to have more defenses against them than before. 

Therefore, in Jarvis’s view, no matter whether he can take advantage of the opportunity to make 

meritorious service, his future situation will be much better. 

After a three-hour flight, his plane landed at Naples Airport. 

This is the first time he has come to this city, but he has already heard about this city, which also 

benefits from the fact that football legend Maradona once played for Naples Football Club. 

At this moment, at the Naples airport, his eyes were darkened, he didn’t know where to go, and he 

didn’t know who to turn to. 

He had been waiting for the phone to ring, but until the moment he walked out of the airport, he still 

hadn’t received any message. 



At this time, a middle-aged man stepped up to him and said respectfully: “Jarvis, you have worked hard 

all the way, please follow me.” 

Looking at the person coming, Jarvis asked, “Who is your surname?” 

What is your status in the Governor’s Mansion of the Right Army?” 

The man quickly said: “Jarvis, his subordinate is Chavren Yuan, the general of the Governor’s Mansion of 

the Right Army!” 

When he said this, he sighed in his heart: “What is the gap? This is the fcuking gap. As one of the four 

earls, I came to this place and didn’t know where to go or where to find the people.” 

“Who, but this person in front of me knows all my whereabouts, Lord, you guard us like you are 

guarding against thieves.” 

Chavren took Jarvis into a Maybach with a local license plate, and Chavren drove it himself carrying 

Jarvis to downtown Naples. 

While driving, Chavren asked Jarvis: “Jarvis, have you ever been to Naples?” “No.” 

Chavren shook his head: “This is the first time. Sometime I will take you to take a stroll around Naples.” 

Jarvis said lightly: “I still have important things to do, so I won’t go shopping. I don’t know where Jon is. I 

want to meet him as soon as possible.” Chavren hurriedly said: 

“The governor has already booked a banquet at the best Chinese restaurant in Naples, and is waiting to 

welcome you!” 

Half an hour later. 

The Maybach driven by Chavren stopped in front of a Chinese restaurant called Banyan Tree. 

This restaurant is located at the bottom of a 40-story high-rise building. It is entered from the ground 

floor. There are three floors inside. 

He personally opened the car door for Jarvis and led him into the restaurant quickly. 

The two took the internal elevator to the third floor. As soon as they went out, several female service 

staff dressed in court bowed respectfully to the two, 

And they also respectfully shouted in Chinese to greet Jarvis. 

Jarvis didn’t expect these people to know his identity. After being shocked, he suddenly discovered that 

these waitresses were all warriors without exception, 

And the weakest ones had three stars, and the strongest ones had reached six stars. 

Chavren led the way and said as he walked: “Jarvis came to the Governer’s Mansion for the first time. 

Let me give you a general introduction. This restaurant is the property of the Governer’s Mansion.” 



“It is open from the first floor to the second floor. The third floor is said to be a membership system, but 

it is not open to the public. The people who come here are all internal personnel of our Governer’s, and 

in this store,” 

“You don’t have to worry about the risk of revealing your identity, because the staff here Without 

exception, they are all the children of dead soldiers, Cavalry guards, and members of other 

departments.” 

Jarvis asked in surprise: “Is this the Governor’s Mansion of the Right Army?” 

“Yes, not all of them.” Chavren smiled slightly: “Actually This 40-story high-rise building is entirely our 

property. Although we have leased more than half of the area to local companies, the southern part 

directly above and below the restaurant has not been leased out.” 

“The top three floors are ostensibly leased to a shipping company, but in fact, that company is also ours, 

and this part is connected to the restaurant by a secret elevator. In fact, the top floor here is the 

residence of the Governer’s. “ 

Jarvis was speechless. 

While he was amazed at the size of the Governor’s Mansion, he also felt that his speculation on the 

plane was confirmed. Chavren told himself the situation of the Governer’s Mansion in detail as soon as 

he met him. 

It must have been ordered by the Lord. It seems that the Lord will gradually loosen many restrictions on 

himself and the other three earls in the future… 
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Fifth Military Command, which is one of the five army Commands of the Warriors Den. 

The five-army governor’s mansion is divided with China as the center, and the ancient emperors sit 

north and face south. 

The military governor’s office covers most of Southeast Asia, South Asia, and West Asia, including China; 

The rear military governor’s office covers entire Russia, Mongolia, and the Arctic Circle, as well as 

Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan in Central Asia. Stans; 

The former military governor’s mansion covers all the southern island countries in Southeast Asia, 

including the Philippines, Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia. In addition, the entire Oceania and 

Antarctica are also covered by the former military governor’s mansion; 

The right army governor covers other parts of Europe except for Russia, as well as the whole of Africa; 

The governor’s office of the left army covers North America and South America; 

So powerful, but the overall combat power of his subordinates is enough to kill the four earls in turn. 

At this time, Jarvis, Jarvis, was taken by Chavren to the innermost box on the third floor. 

Pushing open the heavy box door, the inside is actually two hundred square meters in size. 



And what surprised Jarvis was that when he stepped into this huge box, he felt tinnitus in his ears. 

It is said that it is tinnitus, but it is actually because the ears are completely quiet all of a sudden, and the 

white noise that is full of daily life no longer exists here, so the ears can’t hear any sound at once, and 

there is a strange feeling of discomfort. 

Jarvis knew that this situation must be due to the super sound insulation and sound absorption in the 

box, where no noise from the external environment can be transmitted, so there is this illusion of a 

vacuum. 

At this time, in front of the huge dining table in the box, a middle-aged man in his forties stood up. He 

walked towards Jarvis with a smile, stretched out his hands a few meters ahead, and said with a smile: 

“Your subordinate Jon Wu, welcome here! I was unable to come to the airport to greet you in person, 

please forgive me!” 

Jarvis instantly felt a strong sense of unreality. 

Don’t look at how respectful Jon is to him, and even calls himself a subordinate, in fact, his status is 

infinitely higher than his own. 

He only found out today that the governor of the right army’s governor’s mansion is named Jon Wu. 

Before that, he didn’t know anything about him. 

It can be said that his level in the Warriors Den is not enough to know his true identity. 

If he says that he is a master of the inner circle next to the emperor, then Jon in front of him is the 

important minister of the princes who dominates one side. 

Moreover, he is also very keenly aware that now the Lord has begun to allow himself to get in touch 

with these real core members, which means that he will gradually be reused in the future. 

Therefore, he also stepped forward very politely, shook hands with Jon, and said with a smile: “Everyone 

is loyal to the Lord, so Jon and I naturally don’t have to be so polite! 

“The important ministers who serve the Lord are very handsome!” 

After that, he pointed to the dining table and said with a smile: “This subordinate prepared a little wine 

to cleanse, please sit down!” 

Jarvis cupped his hands and said politely: “Together!” 

The two were polite and sat next to each other at the huge dining table. 

Jon ordered all the other idlers to go out, and after the door was closed, he filled a glass of wine for 

Jarvis himself, and said with a smile: “This is the first time this subordinate meets you, I would like to 

offer you a glass of wine, and I would like to ask you to show me your face!” 

Jarvis could see that although Jon’s cultivation had only reached the stage of transformation, he didn’t 

dare to underestimate him, so he quickly picked up his glass and said with a smile: “You are welcome, 

Jon, come, let’s drink this cup together!” 



The two of them touched their wine glasses lightly, and they both raised their heads and drank it all. 

Putting down his wine glass, Jon suddenly became sad and sighed: “Jarvis, to tell you the truth, my 

subordinates also know why you came here this time. This time, I ask to find out what happened and 

make this subordinate aware!” 

Jarvis did not expect that Jon would suddenly cut in so quickly. On the topic, he also put down the wine 

glass, and said seriously: “Jon, I would like to know how the secret order of the Lord was conveyed down 

after it was given to you?” 

Jon said frankly: “The Lord’s order is direct. In the hands of the subordinates, the subordinates, based on 

the principle that the fewer people know, the lower the possibility of exposure and the lower the overall 

risk, did not tell the person in charge of the middle links about this matter,” 

“But directly sent the secret order I gave it to Zyron, the commissioner who was in charge of the 

garrison of the dead men and asked him to select the most elite members of the Cavalry guards to go to 

Northern Europe.” 

Jarvis asked: “Then those who have come into contact with the secret orders, do they know the identity 

of Maria?” 

“I don’t know.” Jon blurted out without hesitation: “I am the only one who knows Maria’s identity in the 

entire Right Army Governor’s Mansion.” 

“I passed the secret order to Zyron that day, and I just told him to go to Northern Europe to arrest a 

woman.” 

“Even he doesn’t know Maria’s identity, and it’s even more impossible for those Cavalry guards who 

went to carry out the mission to know, they only know that the girl is important to the Lord, and there 

will be rewards for catching her.” 

Jarvis nodded. He had already guessed that this would be the case. This is the style of the Lord. 

The Lord hoped that the people who would arrest Maria would not know what Maria’s identity was and 

what was special about her. Avoid any risk factors in the middle as much as possible. 

Thinking of this, he asked Jon: “Captain Wu, did you ask Zyron about this matter? He sent the person 

out. If there is a mole involved in this matter, then the mole must be him or his subordinates. It may 

even be him and his subordinates!” 

Jon said: “His subordinates reported the whole incident to the Lord, and Lord and I felt that there should 

be no internal traitors in us because Zyron and the others did not know who the person is going to 

arrest, and, in order not to expose the importance of the target to the public,” 

“Zyron himself wanted to lead the team himself, and I didn’t even allow it, because according to the 

information we got, Maria didn’t have any masters sitting around, and almost a cavalry guard was 

enough to catch her and bring her back; “ 

“So, the logic of the whole thing is a bit weird. The only ones who knew they were going to catch Maria 

were the Lord and his subordinates. The subordinates were loyal to the Lord,” 



“So I couldn’t help but It may be leaked to the outside world, so the subordinates feel that it is more 

likely that the other party has planted a dark thread here, or that the other party has grasped our 

movements through some way that we do not know.” 

Speaking of this, Jon said again: “Before you arrived in Naples, the Lord explained to his subordinates 

that he hoped that you could find out in which link we were caught by the other party. Could it be that 

the other party has lurked into the dead man’s garrison, or has secretly confronted the dead? They are 

monitoring, but we don’t know it?” 

Jarvis was silent for a moment, his brain was running fast. 

Unfortunately, he is not Duncan. 

If he were Duncan, he would definitely sort out all possible flaws in the whole operation. 

As long as he is given enough time, he will definitely be able to focus the problem on the air express 

company that is specially used to transport the dead men. 

No matter how capable you are, it is impossible to hide the trajectory of an aircraft with a take-off 

weight of 200 to 300 tons in the sky. 

In fact, even a small aircraft cannot escape the radar. It will be tracked and locked by multiple radar 

stations at the same time. 

Moreover, all radars were operated by the aviation security departments of sovereign countries, and 

intercontinental navigation must be relayed and controlled by multiple radar stations in multiple 

countries. 

Therefore, Duncan’s train of thought hit the weakness of the Warriors Den. What he was eyeing was not 

the station of the dead soldiers, but the plane that dispatched the dead soldiers and the Cavalry guards. 

Cracking the clearing will require people around the world to maneuver quickly, but they have no way to 

hide the flight path of the plane. 

Even if they hide the shipping company very deeply, as long as they carefully check the civil aviation 

system data, they will be able to find their clues. 

After much deliberation, Jarvis couldn’t think of any reason, so he said, “In this case, I will go to the dead 

man’s camp and see if there are any clues!” 

Jon said in surprise: “Jarvis What you said is true! This subordinate has exactly the intention!” 
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Jon said: “His subordinates reported the whole incident to the Lord, and Lord and I felt that there should 

be no internal traitors in us because Zyron and the others did not know who the person is going to 

arrest, and, in order not to expose the importance of the target to the public,” 

“Zyron himself wanted to lead the team himself, and I didn’t even allow it, because according to the 

information we got, Maria didn’t have any masters sitting around, and almost a cavalry guard was 

enough to catch her and bring her back; “ 

“So, the logic of the whole thing is a bit weird. The only ones who knew they were going to catch Maria 

were the Lord and his subordinates. The subordinates were loyal to the Lord,” 

“So I couldn’t help but It may be leaked to the outside world, so the subordinates feel that it is more 

likely that the other party has planted a dark thread here, or that the other party has grasped our 

movements through some way that we do not know.” 

Speaking of this, Jon said again: “Before you arrived in Naples, the Lord explained to his subordinates 

that he hoped that you could find out in which link we were caught by the other party. Could it be that 

the other party has lurked into the dead man’s garrison, or has secretly confronted the dead? They are 

monitoring, but we don’t know it?” 

Jarvis was silent for a moment, his brain was running fast. 

Unfortunately, he is not Duncan. 

If he were Duncan, he would definitely sort out all possible flaws in the whole operation. 

As long as he is given enough time, he will definitely be able to focus the problem on the air express 

company that is specially used to transport the dead men. 

No matter how capable you are, it is impossible to hide the trajectory of an aircraft with a take-off 

weight of 200 to 300 tons in the sky. 

In fact, even a small aircraft cannot escape the radar. It will be tracked and locked by multiple radar 

stations at the same time. 

Moreover, all radars were operated by the aviation security departments of sovereign countries, and 

intercontinental navigation must be relayed and controlled by multiple radar stations in multiple 

countries. 

Therefore, Duncan’s train of thought hit the weakness of the Warriors Den. What he was eyeing was not 

the station of the dead soldiers, but the plane that dispatched the dead soldiers and the Cavalry guards. 

Cracking the clearing will require people around the world to maneuver quickly, but they have no way to 

hide the flight path of the plane. 

Even if they hide the shipping company very deeply, as long as they carefully check the civil aviation 

system data, they will be able to find their clues. 



After much deliberation, Jarvis couldn’t think of any reason, so he said, “In this case, I will go to the dead 

man’s camp and see if there are any clues!” 

Jon said in surprise: “Jarvis What you said is true! This subordinate has exactly the intention!” 
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These two people have their own thoughts in their hearts. Jarvis feels that Jon is a real and powerful 

confidant of the Lord, so he is naturally worthy of his deep friendship; 

And Jon also feels that the Lord has already had the attitude of letting the four earls contact the five 

military governors. Naturally, it is unavoidable to deal with the four earls, and the strength of the other 

party is much higher than himself, so it is also a good thing to have a deep friendship. 

As a result, the two had a tendency to not hate each other, if it wasn’t for Jarvis going to Cyprus at night, 

the two might even burn some yellow paper to worship a brother. 

After lunch, at the kind invitation of Jon, Jarvis took a car ride with him after dinner and toured Naples. 

Naples, which is located at the southern tip of the European continent, has a warm and pleasant 

climate. Even if they took a stroll around, it will make Jarvis feel happy. 

In the evening, Jon held a banquet in person again and had a happy chat with Jarvis. 

At the dinner table, the two also formulated a plan to explore the copper mines in Cyprus. 

The first thing the two need to confirm is whether Zyron, the governor of the copper mine, has secret 

contacts with foreign enemies. 

Therefore, the plan of the two is that when Jarvis secretly sneaks into the copper mine and starts to 

monitor Zyron secretly, Jon will issue a new secret order to Zyron, asking him to immediately send 

someone to Rome, Italy to perform a top-secret mission. 

And Jon will also send experts to Rome in advance, waiting to secretly control the cavalry guards who 

come to carry out the mission, to see if they will be attacked or secretly collaborating with the enemy; 

If Zyron has a problem, he will definitely contact the outside world through other means as soon as he 

receives the secret order. Once there is, he can grasp his current status, and then follow the vine to find 

organizations or individuals colluding with him internally and externally. 

If Zyron is fine, and Jon finds nothing wrong with Cavalry Guards, then the last incident in Northern 

Europe is most likely not an internal leak. 

After the two discussed the plan and were full of wine and food, Jon saw that it was almost time to go to 

the airport, so he said with a smile: “Master, this subordinate will take you to the airport!” 

“Okay!” Jarvis stood up with a smile Come on, patted Jon on the shoulder, and said seriously: “Brother 

Wu, you and I are both loyal to the Lord. In ancient times, we were colleagues.” 

“In modern times, we are colleagues. From now on, there is no need to be so polite between you and 

me. Call me brother Jarvis, and I’ll call you brother Jon, from now on we two will be brothers.” 



Jon said with a flattered face: “That’s really my honor, brother!” 

After finishing speaking, he quickly filled the bottle again. Two glasses of wine, one of which was handed 

to Jarvis, excitedly said: “Brother, let’s have another drink! I wish you a triumph in advance! 

“Going to Cyprus, I believe that I will be able to win the battle! If I can find out the problem, you will also 

have a share of the credit!” 

Jon said quickly: “Oh, my good brother, brother, let me say something from the bottom of my heart, if 

this time you really find out the problem in Cyprus, you have solved a big problem for your brother! 

Otherwise, if I bring more losses to the Lord in the future, the Lord will definitely not let me go!” 

Jarvis’s expression was firm. He said calmly: “Don’t worry, my brother. This time, there is a problem with 

Cyprus. Your brother will definitely find out the problem. If there is no problem with Cyprus, I will 

definitely tell the Lord to completely solve your troubles!” 

He said gratefully: “Brother, let’s not talk about anything else, it’s all in the wine!” 

Jarvis smiled and said: “Okay! I will drink this cup with my brother, this time we will definitely triumph!” 

… 

Nine o’clock in the evening. 

A business jet took off from Naples Airport and headed to Larnaca International Airport in Cyprus. 

Jarvis on the plane was very relaxed. In his opinion, going to Cyprus is no different from going to a 

chicken farm for ordinary people, and there is no need to worry about any danger. 

Halfway through the flight, he suddenly took out his mobile phone, and using the internal 

communication software of Warriors Den, he sent a video call invitation to Jeremiah was in the Far East. 

Jeremiah didn’t answer, but after rejecting his invitation, she replied, “What does Jarvis want me for?” 

Jarvis said with a smile, “Jeremiah, that place in the Far East must be very boring, right? I went today to 

Naples, I found that the climate of southern Europe is very good, if there is a chance, we two might as 

well go there and have fun together.” 

Jeremiah said lightly: “Forget it, I prefer to be alone.” 

Jarvis replied as he said: “Jeremiah, why bother to reject me thousands of miles away? After so many 

years, you should know my sincerity to you. If you look around, is there anyone in the world who is more 

suitable for you than me?” 

Jeremiah asked in a bad tone: “Why do I need others to be suitable for me? You don’t think that I still 

have any need for feelings today, do you? What is the use of feelings? Can it increase cultivation? Can it 

help me achieve longevity?” 

Jarvis sighed, and said with an embarrassed smile: “Jeremiah, look at you, although feelings can’t 

increase your cultivation level, and you can’t gain longevity! No matter how much you and I practice, we 

can’t live forever, since you will die sooner or later, why not take some time to enjoy the time?” 



Jeremiah said coldly, “I’m sorry, I’m not interested in carpe diem.” 

Jarvis’s tone became a little anxious, and he asked her: “You can’t die as a grownup girl who has never 

been married, right? If you don’t find a partner, at least you have to have a son and a half daughter, 

otherwise, after we die, who will set up a monument for us, who will kowtow and burn paper for us?” 

Jeremiah said disdainfully: “Death is like a lamp going out. If I die, the best ending is to die without any 

worries. Let this body return to ashes and dust. As for setting up monuments and kowtow to burn 

paper, I will die like others, so what do you need to do?” 

Jarvis realized that Jeremiah was on guard against him, he sighed helplessly and muttered: “It’s hard to 

come to this world for a while, I don’t want to die in obscurity. I want someone to remember me after I 

die.” 

Jeremiah replied with a smile: “Then quickly find a woman in the meeting to marry and let her give you a 

few children. After you die, your descendants will go to your grave and burn the paper.” 

Jarvis said bitterly: “Jeremiah, I have repeatedly hinted that you have found all kinds of reasons to 

prevaricate me. Am I so bad? I can’t get in your Dharma’s eyes.” 

Jeremiah said with a light smile, “You are joking, what virtue and ability I have, you value me so much, 

it’s not that I look down on you, I just want to cultivate, If you can achieve longevity, you will have 

everything worth having in the world sooner or later;” 

“If you can’t achieve longevity, everything will be fleeting and cannot last forever. I don’t like this kind of 

feeling.” 

Jarvis was stunned for a moment, then sighed: “Longevity! Is there something so easy to ask for? Even 

an old man who is as strong as the Lord doesn’t have this ability, so you have to have the ability to reach 

the sky!” 

Jeremiah said calmly: “Whether you ask for it or not is my business, whether you ask for it or not, It’s a 

matter of heaven, and the two don’t conflict.” 

After finishing speaking, Jeremiah sent another voice, saying: “Jarvis, although you and I are in the same 

robe, we are not in the same way after all, so I ask you to stop wasting time on me.” 

Jarvis was very depressed, but also mixed with sadness, anger, and dissatisfaction. 

It’s just that when Jeremiah talked about this, he really had no face to continue stalking, so he sighed 

and said dejectedly: “That’s all, Jeremiah has great ambitions, I know I’m not good enough for you, 

today is the day truth coming out, and when we meet in the future, I ask you not to mind.” 

Jeremiah said with a smile: “I am very forgetful, I accidentally deleted this chat just now, and I can’t even 

remember what you said just now.” 

Jarvis knew that Jeremiah was giving him a step, and he replied: “Since you deleted it and forgot about 

it, I won’t mention it anymore. I hope that both of us can complete the task assigned by the Lord and 

return in triumph!” 



Jarvis looked at these words, and his mood suddenly became very bad. Although he knew that Jeremiah 

would reject him, but after being rejected, he felt completely unacceptable. 

He was not as humble and gentlemanly as he appeared in front of Jeremiah, on the contrary, he was 

narrow-minded and held a grudge against anyone who offended him. From his point of view, Jeremiah’s 

rejection of him was a standard ignorance of flattery. 

So he couldn’t help cursing and muttering to himself: “Jeremiah, what the hell are you so proud of in 

front of me? You don’t look down on me, do you? Just wait, I will find a chance for you to have fun 

under my cr0tch sooner or later!” 

Then during the half-flight of flight, there was an evil fire in his heart that he had nowhere to vent. At 

11:30 in the evening, the plane landed at Larnaca International Airport. Jarvis, who was trying to adjust 

his mentality, walked out of the airport empty-handed. 

It was late at night at the airport at this time, and it was raining lightly in the southern part of Cyprus. 

Jarvis directly stopped a taxi at the gate of the airport and then drove all the way in the direction of the 

copper mine. 

Before departure, Jon had shown Jarvis the specific location of the copper mine and the floor plan of the 

entire mine. 

At this time, Jarvis had a clear understanding of the surrounding terrain and the internal structure of the 

mine. 

According to his plan, he planned to sneak into the main office building of the copper mine from the 

periphery of the mine first, where Zyron lived. 

After more than half an hour. A taxi stopped on the side of the road less than a kilometer away from the 

copper mine. 

…. 
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The water temperature of the engine and the temperature of the hood are still high, but the car is 

empty, with no passengers or drivers. 

At this time, in the woods in the north of the copper mine, Jarvis hid in the center of a tall tree. 

While hiding his figure through the dense leaves, he could easily observe the movement on the north 

side of the mine through the gaps in the leaves. 

And on another tree behind him, hung a d3capitated c0rpse. 

The head of the c0rpse was torn off with brute force, and then it was hung on a thick branch by the 

deceased’s own belt tied around both ankles. 

The neck of the c0rpse was still spraying blood, and the blood mixed with the rain, forming a red stream 

on the ground. 

This c0rpse was the taxi driver who brought Jarvis over just now. 



Jarvis actually wanted to kill people on the plane. 

It’s just that it’s unrealistic to kill people on a plane. Once the crew is frightened, it might lead to an air 

crash. 

So, he set his sights on the taxi driver. 

The driver parked on the side of the road as he asked, but he didn’t want to lose his life because of it. 

Jarvis dragged him into the woods and brutally k!lled him to vent his depression. 

After k!lling the driver, he finally calmed down again, completely ignoring the bloody corpse behind him, 

and focused all his attention on the copper mine not far away. 

Since he has mastered the spiritual energy, his senses have also been greatly improved. A few hundred 

meters away, he can also find the secret whistle on duty in the copper mine. 

There are quite a few secret sentries in the copper mine, but this did not surprise Jarvis. After all, this 

kind of dead soldiers station is of great significance to the Warriors Den. 

Each of them cost a lot of money, manpower, and material resources to build, and security work is 

naturally the top priority and heavy. 

Fortunately, the strength of these cavalry guards is not strong, and their overall combat power is only at 

the level of five-star to eight-star warriors. 

There is still a big gap between them and Jarvis, so he is also fully confident that he can easily blend in 

without being discovered. 

Unlike Charlie who accidentally obtained the “Nine Profound Heavenly Scriptures” and directly 

mastered the aura, Jarvis cultivated little by little from the warriors of the Ming Realm. 

He walked step by step in the Bright Realm, Dark Realm, Transformation Realm, and Master Realm. 

It wasn’t until he broke through to the master level that he truly mastered the aura, so although his 

control of the aura is just an introduction, his actual combat ability and experience are very strong. 

And a martial artist who can break through to the master level step by step is definitely an unrivaled 

genius in martial arts. This kind of person has been practicing martial arts all year round, and his pursuit 

of martial arts is far beyond ordinary people, and this will also subtly make him become arrogant and 

become a little defiant, even oblivious to modern technology. 

Facing this copper mine, as well as the commissioner, cavalry guards, and dead soldiers in this copper 

mine, Jarvis has a sense of superiority over the world. He feels that the people here, even the most 

powerful commissioner Zyron is nothing more than dark warrior, not even worthy of carrying his own 

shoes. Facing this kind of place, it is almost impossible for him to take any risks. 

However, he didn’t know that in order to deal with a martial arts prodigy like him, Charlie had already 

given up the traditional method of using weapons to control weapons. The three close-in defense guns 

had already been loaded and energized, ready to give the opponent a fatal blow at any time. 



Jarvis calmed down and carefully observed everything around him, wanting to see if there was anyone 

else who was secretly watching this copper mine like himself. 

However, after more than ten minutes of careful observation, he concluded that he was the only one 

outside the copper mine and no one else was around. 

This also means that the copper mine is not monitored by outsiders. 

The problem is likely to appear inside the mine. 

So, Jarvis decided to sneak in now. 

Before leaving, he took out his mobile phone and sent a message to Jon, which read: Brother, there is no 

abnormality found outside the copper mine, I am ready to sneak in, and you will issue a secret order to 

Zyron in ten minutes. 

Soon, he received a reply from Jon, the content was very simple: “Okay brother!” 

… 

Jarvis doesn’t understand technology. 

If he knows more about technology, he will know that the reason why this world is not ruled by warriors 

is because of the power of cutting-edge technology, and the strength of warriors is not too much. 

He thought that the strength of everyone here was far inferior to his, so he instinctively felt that it was 

impossible for anyone here to threaten him. 

But he never imagined in his dreams that at the three commanding heights of this copper mine, there 

are three big killers that are enough to deal with him. 

In the whole world, there is no one who is arrogant enough to beat people with close-in artillery, just 

like no one drives a main battle tank to rob a bank. 

But here everything became logical. 

When Jarvis held his breath and broke through the wall on the north side of the copper mine at an 

extremely fast speed and with an extremely low voice, he didn’t know that when he was two hundred 

meters away from the wall, Joseph’s computer screen has received an alarm. 

At the same time, the servo motors of the three close-in anti-aircraft guns rotated rapidly, and the 

muzzles of the guns were constantly adjusted according to their respective predetermined strike 

positions as Jarvis moved. 

At this moment, Jarvis suddenly felt that something was wrong, and his intuition had a faint feeling of 

unease as if there were many masters staring at him in the dark. 

He couldn’t help thinking to himself: “What’s going on…why do I feel uneasy in my heart…” 

But the next moment, he felt that maybe he was worrying too much. 



After all, he has broken through to the Grandmaster Realm, and now he is no longer a warrior sequence. 

With his strength, how many opponents are there in the world? In this kind of place, how could a master 

stare at him? 

He didn’t know that at this moment, Joseph had already put his finger on the top of the enter key on the 

computer. 

As long as he presses the Enter key, the three close-in defense guns will attack Jarvis’s location and 

surroundings with lightning speed. 

At this time, Joseph was already sweating nervously, and his master Jackson was standing behind him, 

and he also said very nervously: “Joseph, fire! This man moves so fast, he must be one of the four great 

Earls!” 

Joseph shook his head: “Master, I’m afraid he still has companions, so be steady, and it won’t be too late 

to open fire after he enters the first-level security range!” 

Outside. 

Jarvis thought he had come under the wall without anyone noticing. 

He sent out his spiritual energy to investigate and found that the nearest Cavalry Guard was on the roof 

of a building about 20 meters away from him. 

This distance is not far or close, but fortunately, it is late at night, and his body is agile, and he can hide 

all his breath, so it is impossible to be discovered. 

Although he is full of confidence, looking at this high wall, he still feels a little uneasy. His heart is falling, 

and there is no bottom. He even feels as if someone is watching him secretly. 

This feeling is so strange. 

Ever since he rushed into the darkness with such force at a young age, he has never been afraid in his 

heart. 

However, here today, in just a few seconds, he has already felt inexplicable anxiety and fear twice. 

He didn’t understand where this uneasiness came from. His extreme confidence in his own strength 

made him temporarily attribute this uneasiness to Jeremiah. 

He couldn’t help cursing in his heart: “Fcuking Jeremiah, disturbing me, I will make you pay the price 

sooner or later!” 

Immediately, he shook his head, refocused his attention on the high wall in front of him, turned over 

deftly, and landed on the inner side of the wall. 

At this time, Joseph’s finger was still hanging on the Enter key. 

The system issued an early warning again, and the target has entered the first-level alert range. 

And Joseph also discovered that no other targets were found in the second-level warning range. 

It can basically be concluded that there is one and only one target. 



So, he looked at the outline of the human body marked by thermal imaging on the monitor, and said 

lightly: 

“Since you are the only one, then you can go on the road alone!” 

With this, there was only one sound that disturbed the eerily silence in the room. 

“Clatter…” 
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With Joseph’s fingertips tapping on the keyboard, the three defense guns which had already locked on 

Jarvis immediately started to spin. 

Immediately afterward, shells with a caliber of 30 mm spewed out from the eighteen barrels of the 

three guns in an instant! 

A large number of warheads directly penetrated the camouflaged glass room, and according to the 

ballistic called Death’s K!ss, almost crazy flames were sprayed at Jarvis! 

The speed of bullets and shells is faster than the speed of sound, but at close range, the speed is not 

obvious. Under normal circumstances, if a person is sniped hundreds of meters away, he must be shot 

first and then hear the sound. 

However, Jarvis has been carefully observing the surroundings. Since the speed of light is much faster 

than the speed of sound and the muzzle velocity of shells, Jarvis has not heard the sound or been hit by 

the near-defense artillery. But saw the three glass rooms on the top shattered at the same time, and 

flames at least one or two meters long spewed out from each glass room! 

At this moment, he instantly realized that he had encountered an ambush! 

Moreover, his keen senses have already noticed that in the three glass rooms, a large number of 

extremely fast and powerful warheads have been fired toward him, and each warhead is menacing! 

And at this moment, he was already extremely terrified! 

In a flash, he burst out the spiritual energy in his body instantly, and ran desperately towards his right 

side! 

However, these three close-in defense guns are only a few hundred meters away from him. Even if the 

speed of sound and the initial velocity of the bullet are much slower than the speed of light, the initial 

velocity of the AK-630 close-in defense gun is as high as 900 meters per second. Therefore, at such a 

short distance, the reaction time left for him is even less than half a second! 

Although he was already running with all his strength, he still realized sadly that his current position and 

the position in front where he wanted to escape were all covered by those extremely fast warheads. 

This also means that it is impossible for him to escape! 

At this moment, he felt extremely resentful in his heart, he never thought that with his own cultivation, 

he would be so aggrieved and defenseless here! 



What’s even more tragic is that the speed of the shell of the AK-630 close-in anti-aircraft gun is more 

than twice as fast as the speed of sound. Before Jarvis even heard the sound of the gun, the shell hit his 

face. 

He only felt that there were countless objects roaring toward the side of his body. The next moment, 

there was a sharp pain in the knee joint of his right leg, and he lost consciousness instantly when the 

knee went down! 

A shell from a near-anti-aircraft gun just hit the knee of his right leg. The shell could penetrate even 

three-finger-thick armor, and Jarvis’s body couldn’t resist it at all. 

Therefore, this shot directly blasted his right knee joint into pieces, and his right calf and right foot were 

blown up into the air. 

Jarvis only felt that his center of gravity was suddenly lost, and his whole body fell uncontrollably 

towards the front right, but before his body even had time to land, he felt that the right side of his body 

was hit hard one after another. 

He subconsciously looked down, and the whole person was instantly frightened out of his wits! 

At this moment, where is his body? 

His torso, as well as his entire lower body, were almost completely smashed into bones and flesh and 

blood! 

Then, he felt his head spin all of a sudden. 

At the moment of spinning, he saw that his neck had been broken by a shell, and the huge force was like 

a spinning top, directly flying his head into the air! 

What’s even worse is that before his body had time to fall to the ground, it was already smashed into 

pieces… 

It was also at this moment that Jarvis knew that after a person’s head was cut off, at the very first 

moment, at least in that short half-second, he would not lose consciousness for the time being. 

His brain can still think, his eyes can still see, and his ears can still hear the loud roar of shells! 

Jarvis’s final consciousness was full of anger and unwillingness. 

He never expected that he would end up with a dead body in the end. Compared with the taxi driver he 

k!lled just now to vent his anger, he was only decapitated, and he probably had no head! 

Before the spinning head hit the ground, the shells were still whistling densely around, blasting the 

opposite wall into powder one after another. 

Fortunately in the misfortune, although Jarvis’s body has been turned into a fleshy paste, his head has 

cleverly avoided the dense barrage because the target is much smaller and is still spinning. 

Although the spectacle-shaped ballistics set by the weapon expert in the Cataclysmic Front is very 

powerful, after all, priority should be given to larger coverage, so the ballistic density is not enough to 

shrink to the size of a skull. 



It was precisely because of this that Jarvis’s head was temporarily preserved. 

However, when the scorching bullet smashed his body, those body tissues were scorched, so that the 

whole air was filled with a burnt sm3ll of roasted meat. 

The smell factor permeated the air, even though Jarvis could no longer breathe, the rotating head still 

brought the smell into the nasal cavity, making him even feel this strange smell passively. 

However, he no longer cared about these things. With his remaining consciousness, he realized that his 

head was about to fall to the ground. At this moment, he felt a little lucky, thinking that he still retained 

a complete head. 

But just when his head was about to hit the ground, a shell from a near-anti-aircraft gun directly 

penetrated through the socket of Jarvis’s left 3ye! 

At the moment when the cannonball pierced into the ey3 socket, Jarvis’s brain was dead silent, and the 

last realization was that he really complied with Jeremiah’s words this time, ashes to ashes, dust to 

dust… 

Afterward, the cannonball banged, Blew his h3ad to pieces! 

And Jarvis’s last consciousness was also wiped out at this moment… 

The confident Jarvis never thought that someone here could threaten his safety, let alone that he would 

die here without a place to bury. 

Both Joseph and Jackson witnessed the process of Jarvis being blasted into a pulp through the monitor. 

Although they had already expected this ending, they were both extremely shocked and terrified at this 

moment. 

From Jarvis’s fast-moving figure, they could see that Jarvis’s strength was far above the two of them, 

And that kind of weird, almost abnormal reaction speed was simply not something a human could 

possess. 

But so what? 

Although Jarvis’s speed has not changed much faster than ordinary people, he still has no chance to 

escape and resist in front of the dense close-in artillery shells. 

A top expert was wiped out in an instant. If this weapon was used on the two of them, they might not 

even have a chance to react. 

At this time, the motor of the near anti-aircraft gun has stopped running. 

Because the system judged that the target it locked on was completely dead. 

The whole process actually only lasted about two seconds. 

In these two seconds, the three close-in defense guns fired a total of more than 300 shells. 

Among them, less than one-tenth actually hit Jarvis. 



While Joseph was horrified, he also realized that from now on, Charlie’s plan to overthrow the nest 

began, so he immediately picked up the walkie-talkie and blurted out: 

“Everyone obeys orders and retreats in an orderly manner according to the established plan!” 
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The close-in anti-aircraft gun on the top is instantly disconnected. 

Immediately afterward, the base of the glass house was completely blown off, and the engineering team 

arranged earlier rushed up, pushed all the glass roof downstairs, and then connected the prepared 

hoisting belts, waiting for the helicopter to come to hoist. 

At the same time, the Cavalry Guards and their family members who had already prepared to retreat 

began to rush out of the rooms they were in like firefighters rushing to the scene. 

They hardly have any luggage, because here, they don’t have many personal items. 

And those dead men and their families had been transferred to the ship a few days ago, so when 

retreating, as long as all the people on the ground evacuate, they can directly blow up the place into 

ruins. 

In the open space where Jarvis’s body was dism3mbered, nearly a thousand people quickly assembled in 

the open area according to the steps that had been practiced many times before. 

All the vehicles specially used for transporting ore in the copper mine were also activated. Each vehicle 

had its own reserved parking space. 

At the same time, three helicopters roared in the sky. 

According to Joseph’s orders, they were on standby on the cargo ship at the port. As soon as the cannon 

sounded, they immediately started their engines and rushed over at top speed. 

At this time, trucks full of people had already driven out of the copper mine and galloped towards the 

port. 

Because there had been drills, the retreat of hundreds of thousands of people was carried out in an 

orderly manner. 

The helicopter also quickly hoisted up the three close-in defense guns and hurried back to the port. 

Due to the remote location of the copper mine, officials have not received any news at this time. 

And only ten minutes had passed since Jarvis’s death, and everyone at the scene had already evacuated. 

The fourth helicopter brought Joseph and Jackson several hundred meters into the air. Joseph looked 

down at the copper mine, which was brightly lit but empty, and pressed the remote detonator in his 

hand. 

Immediately afterward, a series of huge explosions were heard from the depths of the ground. The 

sound of the explosions was more than a hundred times that of the near-anti-aircraft guns! 

Then, a shocking scene appeared in front of Joseph. 



The ground of the copper mine began to collapse one after another, each time the ground trembled and 

the mountains shook, and the buildings on the ground, like paper, were quickly collapsed into debris. 

Due to the large number of renovations made to the interior of this copper mine by the Warriors Den, 

the interior space is huge. When all these spaces collapsed, a subsidence area with a depth of more than 

ten meters was formed on the ground of the entire copper mine, 

And the subsidence area was more than that, and the direction of the extended roadway has also 

formed a serious subsidence. 

Soon, the copper mine was in ruins. 

Joseph let out a sigh of relief, took out his mobile phone, and sent a message to Charlie: “Mr. Wade, the 

master of the Warriors Den has been wiped out, and the plan to overthrow the nest has been 

successfully completed!” 

After that, he recorded a video of the whole process recorded by the monitoring equipment. They also 

sent them to Charlie together. 

It was early morning in Jingling this time. 

Just as Charlie got up from the bed, Claire beside him was still fast asleep. 

He picked up his mobile phone and received Joseph’s message and video. He was overjoyed, and after 

stepping onto the terrace, he clicked on the video. 

This scene is the whole monitoring of the defense system of the Cataclysmic Front. 

It has followed Jarvis since it discovered him, so what Charlie saw was almost the whole process of Jarvis 

from appearing to being k!lled. 

Although Charlie couldn’t see Jarvis’s cultivation level from the video, but like Joseph, he could tell from 

Jarvis’s skill when he sneaked into the copper mine and the movements he tried to avoid shells that he 

was quite powerful. 

Leaving aside whether he has mastered spirit energy or not, Joseph is simply no match for him in terms 

of his speed and explosive power. 

If it was Joseph who came into direct contact with him, he might have been killed by the opponent 

before he recovered his senses. 

Therefore, according to the opponent’s strength, he must be one of the four earls. 

Charlie also breathed a sigh of relief and returned a call to Joseph. 

As soon as the phone call was made, Joseph said respectfully: “Mr. Wade, have you seen all the videos 

sent by these subordinates? 

Charlie said: “It seems there was no power in him to fight back at all, and it is very simple and clean!” 



Joseph hurriedly said: “Thanks to Mr. Wade for your good idea, otherwise, he would have decimated us, 

and we would have never thought of using close-in anti-aircraft guns to deal with the super masters of 

the Warriors Den…” 

Joseph was not flattering but admired Charlie’s foresight from the bottom of his heart. 

Before Cataclysmic Front received missions all over the world, he had seen a lot of swords and fire. 

Joseph felt that he was not only strong personally, but also had a high level of command on the 

battlefield. 

However, for such a long time, Cataclysmic Front never thought of using such a big killer as a close-in 

defense gun. 

However, Charlie’s phobia of insufficient firepower gave birth to this kind of cruel master meat grinder, 

which is indeed a genius-like idea. 

Charlie was not complacent about his flash of inspiration, on the contrary, because he watched the 

video of Jarvis disappearing into ashes, he also had a great shadow in his heart. 

He felt that his strength might not be much stronger than Jarvis’s. 

Jarvis couldn’t escape the strangulation of the three close-in defense guns, and he had no chance either. 

This also means that he is still full of dangers in this world. 

Among them, the greatest danger is arrogance! 

It was because Jarvis was too arrogant that he didn’t investigate the scene carefully. 

If he is cautious enough to observe the copper mine secretly for a few days away from a few hundred 

meters away, it may not be difficult to find the strangeness in it. 

Especially those three close-in defense guns were hidden in the glass room on the roof. If he noticed the 

glass room and became suspicious of the glass room, then he would not come in so rashly to die. 

In fact, from Charlie’s point of view, if it was himself this time if he was reckless as Jarvis, he would 

definitely end up dead. 

But as long as he is cautious enough and does not give the three close-in defense guns a chance to lock 

himself, it is not easy for the three close-in defense guns to hurt him. 

Charlie felt that he actually had many ways to eliminate the threat of the three close-in defense guns. 

One was to use the Thunderbolt, and the second was to use the Soul Piercing Blade. 

Although the thunder caused by the thunder order cannot smash the steel cannon, it can at least 

completely destroy the circuit system of the cannon. If the cannon is out of power, it means that the 

battery of the electric car has been stolen. The huge turret and thick barrel couldn’t move at all, let 

alone lock the target. 

The power of the soul-piercing blade is even stronger. It cuts iron like mud. If it is used to greet the near-

anti-cannon, it can cut it off in one blow. 



These two methods can completely eliminate the threat of near-defense guns. 

But the crux of the problem is that one must be cautious and careful enough to be able to detect the 

other party before the other party locks him. 

Therefore, at this time, Charlie also told himself in his heart that he must be cautious in his actions in the 

future. 

Therefore, he said to Joseph: “Joseph, from now on, you must be absolutely cautious when dealing with 

the soldiers of the Cataclysmic Front, and don’t leave opportunities for the enemy.” 

Joseph immediately said: “Mr. Wade, don’t worry, the subordinates have personally experienced 

Waderest Mountain and Cyprus twice, and I will not dare to ask you anymore in the future…” 

Charlie hummed and said: “It must be destroyed. Get rid of all the clues, and in addition, after all the 

members of the Cavalry Guards evacuate,” 

“Let them float on the sea first, and don’t take them to the shore for the next six months, you will 

completely cut off the clues at sea!” 
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Regarding Charlie’s caution, Joseph has no doubts at all. 

He said without hesitation: “Okay, Mr. Wade, now the entire copper mine has collapsed into ruins,” 

“And there is such a big commotion today, the authorities will definitely take it over for investigation.” 

“Even entering the scene to investigate and collect evidence is not easy!” 

Joseph said again: “This subordinate feels that there are at most two clues that the Warriors Den can 

find,” 

“One is that they tried to sneak into the ruins of the copper mine,” 

“Or Find a way to bribe the official, so as to get the short-range artillery bullets left in the ruins of the 

copper mine.” 

“The other is if they are lucky enough and work hard enough,” 

“They may be able to get the earl of the Earl’s DNA from the soil in the subsidence area;” 

“The latter will allow them to confirm that the earl is dead,” 

“If they follow the clue of the close defense gun to investigate,” 

“And only the Blackwater will be found;” 

“The clues from the Blackwater have already been turned into a dead end by us.” 

“To vent their anger on the Blackwater.” 

Charlie smiled slightly and said, “That would be interesting!” 



“After this incident, I believe it will be a good one. The lord and the remaining three earls are estimated 

to be shrouded in the shadow of this time for quite a long time.” 

“These people may have already forgotten what it feels like to be afraid.” 

“Yes, this time I will let them recall the memories.” 

Joseph smiled and said: “Mr. Wade if they know how the earl died,” 

“They will probably be scared to death, and they will probably have nightmares when they sleep…” 

Charlie smiled, thought of something, and told him: “By the way, Joseph,” 

“You and all the soldiers of Cataclysmic Front who participated in the plan to overthrow the nest,” 

“Evacuate with the ship for the time being, and don’t go back to Syria in the near future.” 

“Make sure everyone leaves Cyprus. After the evacuation,” 

“Don’t have anything to do with Syria during this period, lest Warriors Den will focus on Cataclysmic 

Front.” 

After speaking, Charlie said again: “Although this plan was executed very beautifully,” 

“The overall situation of Cataclysmic Front Compared with the Warriors Den,” 

“There is definitely a big gap in strength, and now is not the time to confront them head-on.” 

Joseph immediately said: “Okay, Mr. Wade, the subordinates will stay on the boat.” 

“Do you have any needs? If you need your subordinates to do things,” 

“You should inform me at any time, and your subordinates will come ashore from other countries.” 

Charlie said: “Well, these days, you go with the boat first,” 

“And after a few months, you can find a way to say goodbye to the sea.” 

“In addition, last time I asked you to arrange for the most trustworthy and potential soldiers to come to 

Aurous Hill for further studies,” 

“This time we can also arrange the venue here in Aurous Hill. Which is almost ready.” 

“When you come down, you have to focus on improving your cultivation.” 

Joseph respectfully said, “Okay, Mr. Wade, this subordinate will arrange to come to Aurous Hill to report 

to you at the end of August!” 

… 

At this moment. 

The explosion at a copper mine has attracted the attention of Cyprus officials. 

When the staff and police arrived at the copper mine, 



Everyone was shocked by the horrifying scene in front of them! 

These people have seen a mining area collapse, but they have never seen it collapse like this! 

This is no longer a simple collapse, this is simply an unprecedented major production accident! 

In their eyes, there are nearly a thousand employees and their families in this mine, 

And almost all of them work and live here. 

Now that it has completely collapsed into ruins, 

The personal safety of nearly a thousand employees and their families has become the biggest trouble 

at the moment. 
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So, they immediately tried to find a way to contact the person in charge of the copper mine, 

But there was no one who could be contacted right now. 

In addition to being nervous, they blocked the news, 

And began emergency excavation of the collapsed site in an attempt to find clues to the victims. 

At this moment, Jon, who is far away in Naples, is taking the time to get in touch with Zyron in Cyprus. 

According to the plan he made with Jarvis, 

He will arrange a top-secret mission for Zyron on the phone, asking him to send someone to Rome. 

And Jarvis wanted to find out if there was anything wrong with Zyron, 

And the other cavalry guards, so he had to wait until he finished his phone call before starting. 

Jon right now is like a referee with a starting gun in his hand. 

If he doesn’t give the order, no one can run first. 

But the strange thing is that his dedicated line for contacting Zyron with a single line, 

Which can be dialed at any time 24 hours a day, when he calls again at this time, 

It shows that it is no longer connected. 

This kind of thing has never happened in the past twenty years. 

And this abnormal situation immediately made Jon nervous. 

So, he called Jarvis again, but Jarvis’s phone also couldn’t be connected. 

This time, he had an ominous premonition in his heart. 

However, due to the special structural framework of the Warriors Den, 

He has no other subordinates in Cyprus who can be directly contacted except Zyron, the commissioner. 



Therefore, the best way now is to send someone to Cyprus to find out the situation. 

The best candidate to go to inquire about is to send a special envoy from the copper smelter in Turkey. 

After all, Turkey is very close to Cyprus, and it will not take long for a helicopter to fly there. 

However, after all, Jarvis is one of the four earls, and now he has lost contact with the entire dead man 

station. 

In the interior of the Warriors Den, it has been regarded as a major change, 

So Jon did not dare to make a claim, but immediately got up and went to his secret room. 

The so-called secret room is actually a room that completely isolates external sounds and shields all 

wireless signals. 

In this room, there is only one Internet phone connected to the network cable, 

Which is the only way to communicate with the outside world. 

If someone installs bugs and other equipment here, 

The electromagnetic shielding here is enough to ensure that the other party cannot receive any signals. 

Jon came to the secret room, picked up the Internet phone, and dialed an encrypted number. 

Soon, on the other end of the phone, came the deep voice of the lord that had been processed by a 

voice changer. 

“What happened? You used a dedicated line to contact me again.” 

Inside the Warriors Den, the five major governors all have a dedicated line for direct contact. 

This special line has the highest confidentiality level and the highest priority level. 

It is basically equivalent to breaking the air defense alarm inside the Warriors Den. 

Once it is used to contact, it means that there is a major and urgent incident. 

According to the Lord’s request, no governor should use this line to contact him, 

Unless it is absolutely necessary. 

Originally, it was difficult to connect the five special lines once in a few years, 

But recently, the special line of the governor has been activated twice by Jon. 

The first time, the Cavalry Guards who secretly went to arrest Maria disappeared, 

And Jon used this special line to report the situation to the Lord; 

This time the whole station also lost contact. 

Jon was also extremely nervous at this time. 

While wiping his cold sweat, he said anxiously: 



“Lord…Master Jarvis…he…” 

The Lord said coldly: “What’s wrong with him?” 

Jon swallowed drooling, he opened his mouth with difficulty and said, 

“Back to the Lord…Master Jarvis…lost contact…” 

 


